
VISION 
PHOENIXFIRE is “Oneness Reborn”; to restore 

our natural harmony with the Universe; to empower, 
educate and inspire the evolving fusion of ancient 

people’s wisdom with present day living and voice to the 
world, WE ARE ALL REALTED” for World 
Peace for generations to come.       

The vision started in the 90s in New York City; 

many wisdom-keepers of different cultures 

shared with me the original, sacred intent of 

America.  People of all different colors were to 

come to the West and meld their wisdom with 

the Indigenous Peoples of this continent to 

become whole human beings balanced in spirit, 

soul, mind and body.  We moved home to my 

roots at Fort Belknap Indian Reservation and 

found that Montana is where Phoenixfire will 

take flight.  We are sharing our wisdom and 

‘Gather the Flames’ of the sacred fire to spiral 

out to the four directions to weave pure Love of 

the Universe in the “Web of Life” for World 

Peace.  ‘Our Voices Sing Loud to the Heartbeat 

of Mother Earth,’ echoing out our ancestor s 

wisdom flowing through our DNA, to remember 

who we are and rise as ONE.  Buffalo Nations 

are rising from the ashes to be a catalyst for 

“Healing the Soul Wounds of Indigenous 

Peoples of the World.  We open the new cycle 

as a human family, the Tree of Life and the 

Hoop of Nations’ is restored and our gift is 

becoming the whole human beings we were 

meant to be.  Love Is All There Is.  A’ho.
-Valdean Mountain El Assad Nookoosi, Nooci iiteenooni 

with a visible breath, I am walking; 
I am walking toward a buffalo nation,  

and my voice is loud.  
with a visible breath,  

I am walking; I am walking  
toward this sacred object.   
-White Buffalo Calf  Woman  

(Ptesan Winyan) 
 

We are the ones,  
we’ve been waiting for.   

-The Hopi 

 

As prophecy foretold: Return of the Buffalo 
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PHOENIXFIRE’S MISSION  
We serve as the Keepers of Mother Earth to restore our natural 
harmony with the Universe; to empower, educate and inspire the 
evolving fusion of ancient people’s wisdom with present day living 
creates a “Whirling Rainbow Bridge” to voice to the world “We Are 
All Related,” for World Peace for generations to come.  Our Goals: 
1.  We honor the sacred feminine of Mother Earth, Women and 

Girls i.e. Societies, Women’s Gatherings, Talking Circles,  Sacred 
Sites, World Peace Cultural Exchange Journeys. 

2.  Buffalo Nations rise from the ashes as a catalyst for “Healing the 
Soul Wounds of Indigenous Peoples of the World” aka 
International Memorial Site recognizing the Genocide of 
Indigenous Peoples (NCAI Resolution #REN-13-012, 2013)  

3.  World Peace Changemaker Media Projects & Events 
 on paradigm shifts of consciousness   

WORLD PEACE JOURNEYS   
Whirling Rainbow Bridge Cultural Exchange  

“WE ARE ALL RELATED” 

As prophecy foretold:  “We Gather the Flames’ of the sacred fire to spiral out to the 
four directions to weave pure Love of the Universe in the “Web of Life;” creates a 
“Whirling Rainbow Bridge” to voice to the world “We Are All Related,” for 
World Peace for generations to come.  Our Voices Sing Loud To The Heartbeat Of 
Mother Earth echoing out our ancestor s wisdom flowing through our DNA, to 
remember who we are and rise as ONE.  Buffalo Nations are rising from the ashes as a 
catalyst for ‘Healing the Soul Wounds of Indigenous Peoples’ of the World aka 
International Memorial recognizing the Genocide of Indigenous Peoples.    A’ho.                         

“All men were made by the same Great Spirit.”  -Chief Joseph (Hinmaton-yalatkit) 

The Whirling Rainbow is the promise of peace among all Nations and all people.  The 
Rainbow Race stresses equality and opposes the idea of a superior race that would control 
or conquer other races….brings peace through the understanding that all races are one.  
The unity of all colors, all creeds working together for the good of the whole, is the idea that 
is embodied….When all pathways to wholeness are respected by all cultures, the prophecy 
of the Whirling Rainbow will be completed.  -Manataka American Indian Council    

The Phoenix is a universal known, sacred bird living in the desert.  
Every 500 years the Phoenix cries a beautiful song and bathes in 
the water of a well.  The Phoenix builds itself a nest in a tree and 
is consumed into flames.  A new Phoenix is reborn from the ashes 
and flies to Egypt; symbolizing life, rebirth, renewal and 
immortality.  Phoenix is a constellation in the Southern Sky. 

“Every part of this earth is sacred to my people.  Every shining pine needle, every sandy shore, every 
mist in the dark woods, every clearing and humming insect is holy in the memory and experience of 
my people.  The sap which courses through the trees carries the memories of the red man.”  
 -Chief Seattle (Dkhw’ Dukw’Absh) 
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I was seeing in a sacred manner the shape of all things in the Spirit, and the Shape of all Shapes 
as they must live together like one being and I saw that the sacred hoop of my people was one of 
many hoops that made one circle, wide as daylight and as starlight, and in the center grew one 
mighty flowering tree to shelter all the children of one mother and one father.  And I saw that it was 
holy. -Black Elk (Heha’ka Sapa’) 



PROJECT 
OVERVIEW 
•  Indigenous Tribal View 

Natural Harmony  
     with the Universe. 

 

PROJECT IMAGERY 
Memorial Site Exterior 

 

 

International Memorial Site Recognizing the Genocide of Indigenous Peoples 

WWW.PHOENIXFIRERISING.COM 
Every part of this earth is sacred to my people.  Every shining pine needle, every sandy 
shore, every mist in the dark woods, every clearing and humming insect is holy in the 
memory and experience of my people.  The sap which courses through the trees carries the 
memories of the red man.  -Chief Seattle (Dkhw’ Duw’ Absh) 
 

The first peace, which is the most important, is that which comes within the souls of people 
when they realize their relationship, their oneness with the universe, and all it s powers and 
when they realize that at the center of the universe dwells the Great Spirit, and that this 
center is really everywhere, it is within each of us.” -Black Elk (Heha’ka Sapa’) 
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BUFFALO NATIONS RISE FROM THE ASHES 
The Biosphere Memorial Site will be built near where the 2nd largest “gold 
mine” heap leach pit in the world destroyed mountains including our sacred site 
“Spirit Mountain,” Montana.  Buffalo Nations are rising from the ashes as a 
catalyst for “Healing the Soul Wounds of Indigenous Peoples of the World.”  Our 
voices sing loud to the heartbeat of Mother Earth, echoing out our 
ancestor s wisdom flowing through our DNA, to remember who we are 
and rise as ONE. (Support Resolution: #REN-13-012, 2013 National Congress American 
Indian “Phoenixfire – Int’l Memorial Site recognizing Genocide of Indigenous Peoples) 
thereby; releasing intergenerational, genocidal & negative DNA imprints for 
Indigenous Peoples and Grandchildren of the Colonizers creates a “Whirling 
Rainbow Bridge,” of forgiveness and peace for generations to come.  

     with the Universe. 


